
 

Advocacy for the preservation of the area’s cultural, natural and historic values 

 

Midwinter Meeting 2021 

Conference Room, PWS Visitor Centre, Cradle Mountain 

Saturday, 19th June 2021 at 1.00pm 

Minutes of meeting 

1. Our President, Glen Hayhurst, opened the meeting at 1:00 pm and welcomed 
everyone. 

Attendees:  Peter Lawrence   Helen & Jim Thyne  
Jim & Marilyn Spinks   Cathy Clayton    
Jenny Pearce   Mavis Rowlands     
Nick Sawyer   Jan Hayhurst   
Nic Deka   Ann Wessing 
Glen Hayhurst   Graeme Pickford 
Steve Brown   Chris Stafford 
Garry Febey 

On Zoom 
David Moltow   Melva Truchanas 

 

Apologies:  John & Shirley Harders Kate Burton 
  Peter Sims   John Wilson 
  Tim Jolly   Dick Burns 
  Peter Walsh*   Patricia Ellison* 

   (*Apologies received by email) 
 

2. Confirmation of minutes of 2020 AGM in the Conference Room at the PWS Visitor 
Centre, Cradle Mountain on 14th November 2020. 
 
Moved: Chris Stafford and seconded: Nick Sawyer    Carried  
 
 
 

 
3. Business arising: 
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The letter from the Minister for the Environment and Parks, Roger Jaensch in 
relation to the Transport Study was read and acknowledged. The letter had been 
circulated to all members in December 2020 when it was received. 
 
The survey outcome in relation to the development of a FoCV tag was reported and 
is now being used on all correspondence and documents. 
 
The removal of the Cradle Road traffic chicanes was raised in relation to native 
animal roadkill statistics. It was reported by Nic Deka that this problem continues to 
be addressed by acoustic fencing, a stronger police presence, and a further reduction 
of speed limits. The implementation of road ‘rumble strips’ is also now being 
considered by State Growth who control the road.  
 

4. Cradle Mountain Update presented by Nic Deka, Regional Manager, PWS 

The following update was provided by Nic and Garry Febey (Acting Ranger in Charge) 
at the meeting and included further commentary and answers to questions. 

 

FRIENDS OF CRADLE WINTER UPDATE from PWS – June 2021 

Covid-19 Effect 

Covid has continued to affect Park operations and this is likely to continue until the population is 
substantially vaccinated and border restrictions further abate, noting it seems unlikely there will be 
any significant easing of international border restrictions until mid to late 2022. 
 
Obviously Covid has impacted the number of visitors, not just at Cradle, but at all sites across 
Tasmania. Comparing the 2020 calendar year with 2019, Cradle had a 46% drop in visitors, down to 
152,000 from 279,000 the previous year. 
 
The lack of international visitors has in part been compensated by an increase in Tasmanian visitors 
with an additional benefit that it seems the average length of stay has increased as well. There has 
been changes in seasonal visitation. Cradle was around 20-30% down on visitors through summer, 
but so far the shoulder period is on par or exceeding previous years. 
 
On the Overland Track, restrictions have been in place over the booking season to help manage 
social distancing with the daily departure of independent walkers reduced to 24. Given we are still 
dealing with border restrictions and hotspot responses, the winter registration system will again be 
in place for the Overland Track requiring walkers to travel north-south, a cap on numbers and to 
collect contact tracing information. 
As a response to border restrictions, and to incentivise Tasmanians to do the walk, we reduced the 
OLT fee last year by 50% from 1 October 2020 through until 31 December 2020. That clearly resulted 
in a big increase in Tasmanians doing the walk which was pleasing. 
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The drop in visitation also impacted our park entry fee revenue whilst our operating costs stayed 
much the same. Fortunately, the deficit has been underwritten by Treasury, though they would 
welcome the fact that it was not as significant as forecast.  
 
Covid-19 also resulted in stimulus funding packages from both State and Federal Governments. 
Cradle so attracted $250,000 from the State’s Public Building fund for high priority maintenance at 
the ranger station and Waldheim Cabins. The ranger station has now been completely refurbished to 
bring those offices up to standard. Maintenance was done on Waldheim cabins, to the boatshed and 
miscellaneous other small projects. We were also successful in getting an additional $3.2 million 
from the Federal Government for the Overland Track huts project to enable us to replace both 
Windermere and Kiaora Huts. 
 
Cradle Gateway 

Operations are now well bedded in at the Gateway. Numerous small projects have been undertaken 
following the opening to further improve the site and address issues as they have arisen. Air 
conditioning has recently been installed in the main VC building which will improve the comfort of 
staff and visitors alike. 

Overall, the site works very well, and is consistent with what I think visitors expect of a world 
heritage site like Cradle Mountain. 

The Office of the Coordinator General continues to work with preferred proponents in the 
Expression of Interest process it is running for further development at the Gateway site, but I have 
no further details on what is being considered. 

Gateway to Ranger Station Pathway 

Some progress has been made in developing a proposal to connect the Gateway and Ranger Station 
with a formal pathway that keeps visitors off the road. After initial work by PWS, this has been taken 
up by OCG who are working with Kentish Council on the proposal. 

 

Dove Lake Shelter 

Construction of the new shelter commenced in May 2020 and is now expected to be complete by the 
end of November this year. This project has obviously impacted the visitor experience, but despite 
this, we have had very little by way of complaint. A benefit of Covid has been that visitor numbers 
have been lower than usual. 
 
I know for many this project is controversial, but I do think once completed it will sit well in the 
landscape and have much less impact than the busy carpark used to have. And, as moss, lichen and 
other plants grow on the exterior over time, I expect it will further blend in.  
 

Cradle Transport Options Study 

The Office of the Coordinator General (OCG) has not finalised the detailed business case or the 
Options Study. No date has been provided as to when either will be released to the public. 

OCG has advertised for a Communications specialist for the project. 

Cradle Shuttle Bus Visitor Survey – From mid January to mid April EMRS collected 600 surveys from 
visitors to Cradle. The results were that 97% were satisfied with the shuttle bus survey. 89% were 
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very satisfied. 80% of respondents were from interstate, 18% Tasmanian and the remainder O/S. 
This is a great result that is heartening for both PWS and the operator. 

 

Overland Track Huts 

Unfortunately the tender process ultimately failed last year for the build of the new Windermere 
Hut. The current plan is to tender for the construction of both Windermere and Kiaora Huts in 2021-
22. It is expected the tender will be released towards the end of August with contracts awarded in 
early September. 

 

People 

New Minister – Jacquie Petrusma 

New General Manager PWS – John King 

Andrew Roberts acting as General Manager of Heritage Tasmania since last November 

Kate Burton acting as RIC for Maria Island (Garry Febey acting RIC at Cradle) 

 

 

Cradle Daywalks Works Program 

Pruning: (improved visitor convenience) 

- Enchanted Walk; 
- Rainforest Walk; 
- Dove Canyon Circuit (to Pencil Pine Bridge); 
- Cradle Valley Boardwalk (Snake Hill to Ronny Creek); 
- Hounslow Heath Track (above Waldheim); 
- Weindorfers Forest Walk; 
- Lake Lilla Track; 
- Dove Lake Circuit; 
- Lake Wilks Track; 
- Wombat Pool Track (to Wombat Peak); 
- Horse Track (to Scout Hut); 
- Overland Track (to Crater Falls); 

General works: 

All tracks: (improved visitor safety and convenience) 

- Replaced missing lettering on directional signs; 
- Replaced missing snow pole weather caps; 
- Installed ‘track closed’ signage on the old Scout Hut and Wombat Peak Tracks; 
- Rubbish collection and removal. 
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Dove Lake Circuit: (improved visitor safety and convenience) 

- Resurfaced gravel track and repaired/installed stone steps and edging north and south of 
Glacier Rock; 

- Repaired stone edging south of Dove Lake Boatshed; 
- Cleared drains and water bars; 
- Replaced non-slip chicken wire; 
- Replaced damaged boardwalk planks; 
- Cleared organic matter from boardwalk around SE side of Lake; 
- Installed new water bars east of trail head; 
- Installed two sections of new boardwalk near Ballroom Forest to prevent erosion to beach; 
- Stabilised and levelled boardwalk around western side of Lake; 
- Installed new boat ramp. 
- Removed fallen trees 

Cradle Valley Boardwalk ($38,000) (improved visitor safety) 

- Replaced damaged treads, cross-timbers and bearers. 
- Re-levelled surface 

Lake Wilks Track: (improved visitor safety) 

- Cleared slippery organic matter from steps. 

Overland Track; (improved visitor safety and convenience) 

- Repaired non-slip chicken wire (Ronny Creek/Waldheim area); 
- Cleared steps and drains (Ronny Creek – Crater Falls); 

Wombat Pool Track: (improved visitor safety and convenience) 

- Repaired damaged water bars; 
- Cleared drains. 

Face Track: (improved visitor safety) 

- Installed non-slip chicken wire on new boardwalk. 

Lake Rodway Track; (improved visitor safety and convenience) 

- Repaired stone steps immediately above DLC junction; 
- Cleared drains. 

Twisted Lakes Track: 

- Successfully applied for grant to install double planking across eroded sections of track. 
Works scheduled 2021-22 

Weindorfer’s Forest Walk: (improved visitor safety and convenience) 

- Installed new water bars; 
- Resurfaced sections of gravel track. 

Rainforest Walk: (improved visitor safety and experience) 

- Removed dangerous tree. 
- Replaced Interpretation signs  
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Structures 

- Replace shingles and install viewing ‘window’ in Dove Lake Boatshed 
- Replace shingles Crater Lake Boatshed 
- Repairs and painting to the Emergency (Rangers)Hut under Little Horn 
- Minor internal alterations to Kitchen Hut Mezzanine (OLT staff) 
- Minor maintenance to Kitchen Hut Toilets (OLT, FC & Volunteers) 

 
_____________________________________________________ 

FoCV are greatly appreciative of the written and spoken reports provided to our mid-
winter meeting by Nic Deka (NW Regional Manager PWS) and Garry Febey (Ranger in 
Charge, Cradle Mountain) 

Minutes can never do justice to the discussion of these reports as part of their 
presentation and FoCV members requiring further insights can do so by contact with 
attending members.  

 

5. Correspondence 
 
All correspondence and official reports have been emailed to members when they 
have been received since the AGM meeting in November 2020. 
 

6. Website development 

Glen reported that the website content would be ready for upload to a new host in 
about 2 weeks. A new host would entail a cost decrease of 50%, a 1000% data 
capacity increase and superior software. The host to be chosen would be Australian 
to facilitate communications with FoCV. The new site will enable members to post 
photographs and accounts of walks and adventures. 
 
FoCV is very appreciative of Glen’s work and time to construct a new website which 
will meet current needs. 
 

7. Cable Car 

Ann Wessing, President of BAC and member of FoCV, reported on recent contact 
with the Office of the Coordinator General concerning the Cradle Valley cableway 
proposal. Ann experienced similar frustrations with the OCG as FoCV have 
experienced over this issue in recent years – lack of consultation and information 
included. Please find below a letter from Ann designed to alert interested parties to 
the problems and issues and advocating actions to be taken. 

Nick Sawyer from the Tasmanian National Parks Association has also provided a 
background paper on the cableway proposal. This document follows the letter from 
Blandfordia. 

A resolved plan of action follows the TNPA document. 
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Cable Car Proposal for Cradle Valley 

The purpose of this letter is to share information with stakeholder groups about a tourism proposal 
for Cradle Valley.   

In my position as the president of Blandfordia Alpine Club, persistent rumours reached me in recent 
months about a proposal for a cable car that would run from the new Parks Visitor Centre in to 
Cradle Valley.  We heard that planning has progressed since the idea was first proposed, and agreed 
that Blandfordia would write to the Co-ordinator General, requesting an urgent briefing.  I did so on 
the 1st of June, saying among other things that proper consultation is the foundation for 
management of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (there has been none on this issue, 
to date), and that a cable car has the potential to profoundly impact the landscape values for which 
the area is protected; the experience of visitors to the valley; and Blandfordia in particular.   

In response I had a phone call on Friday 4th June from the Project Director for Cradle Mountain.  The 
gist of the conversation was:  

1. The Office of the Co-ordinator General (OCG) is getting to the point of engagement and is in 
the process of appointing a ‘stakeholder engagement consultant’; 

2. Blandfordia Alpine Club is recognised as a key stakeholder in the valley and the club will be 
contacted when consultation occurs; 

3. The OCG is currently undertaking ‘initial planning [of a potential?] route’.  In their words: 
‘engineering and impact [are] still being considered’ and ‘what’s possible from an 
engineering solution’;  

4. Findings will be reported to an advisory committee (NPWAC) and Cabinet for approval 
before going out to public consultation and this process is likely to take several months;  

5. They are not considering the possibility of no change as an option for travel in to the valley 
because ‘the bus service has limited capacity’;  

6. I pointed out that there used to be a limit of 200 vehicles in the valley to preserve the visitor 
experience – in effect, its carrying capacity – and the reply was, “that’s a matter for Parks”.   

 

The committee of Blandfordia discussed this information and agreed to inform other stakeholder 
groups.  In the absence of any public announcement that the project has been found to be unviable, 
and based on what we understand, we conclude that planning for a cable car route in to Cradle 
Valley is proceeding steadily.  Its potential impact is enormous, both for the visitors’ experience of 
the place and on its environment.   

Blandfordia Alpine Club 
7 Bifrons Court 
Launceston 
Tasmania 7250 
Ph.: 0417547007 
Email:blandfordia.president@gmail.com 
Date: 16th June 2021 
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We urge any group that is concerned by this proposal and its lack of transparency, to contact the Co-
ordinator General John Perry (email john.perry@cg.tas.gov.au) and request an urgent briefing or an 
update on its progress.  To provide some context, I have also attached a short paper providing a 
background and response to the cable car proposal from Nick Sawyer of the Tasmanian National 
Parks Association.   

Regards,  

Ann Wessing, President,  

Blandfordia Alpine Club  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
17 June 2021 

 
Cradle Mountain Cable Car – Background  
The idea of a cable car from the visitor centre to Dove Lake originated in the Cradle 
Mountain Visitor Experience Master Plan released in March 2016.  
This document does not deserve to be called a plan – it’s better described as an ambit claim 
from the tourism industry written on the premise that Cradle Mountain needs the gimmick of 
a cable car to attract even more visitors.  
A credible Master Plan would have started with the proposition that the Dove Lake car park 
has outlived its usefulness – what is the best future use? It would have canvassed a range of 
options and subjected these to feedback from the wider community including those who 
know and love the Cradle area.  
Specifically, it could have included the option of closing and largely rehabilitating the car park 
and moving the shuttle bus turning circle back 200 metres or so, out of sight of Dove Lake, 
with toilets and a modest shelter discretely located. Visitors could have walked along the 
former road and current walking tracks (wheelchair accessible) to the shore of Dove Lake. 
Surely this would have been a far more appropriate introduction to one of the world’s great 
national parks than emerging from a shuttle bus or cable car to get your first sight of Cradle 
and Dove Lake through the window of a grandiose viewing shelter located on the former car 
park?  
Instead of alternatives we were presented with the fait accompli of the Master Plan. The only 
‘consultation’ was an online survey, mainly of interstate residents who were considering 
visiting Tasmania for a holiday in the next 2 years. i.e. a survey of people with little or no 
actual experience of Cradle Mountain or the options for access to Dove Lake.  
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Despite these obvious shortcomings, the Master Plan has been uncritically endorsed by both 
major political parties and the Parks & Wildlife Service. In addition to the Dove Lake viewing 
shelter and cable car, it included the uncontroversial and long overdue proposal for a new 
visitor centre which opened in early 2020.  
The cable car proposal is unlikely to be financially viable and is unnecessary (the shuttle 
buses are working well and there is scope, if necessary, for greater capacity). The cable car 
idea would probably have died a natural death but for the (federal) Braddon by-election in 
May 2018 when then Prime Minister Turnbull announced $30 million for the implementation 
of the master plan. This was matched by a similar pledge from the state government.  
The federal funding is dependent on demonstrating ‘project viability and sustainability’. The 
[Tasmanian] Office of Coordinator-General has been working on a ‘Transportation Study’ to 
demonstrate the viability of the cable car. This has been promised ‘in two or three months’ 
ever since early 2018. It appears that this has finally been completed and is soon to be 
released.  
It’s time to reconsider all recommendations of the Master Plan before we are locked into the 
construction of an unnecessary and unjustified cable car with major impacts on the 
naturalness of Cradle Valley! 

 
 Postal address: GPO Box 2188, Hobart Tasmania 7001  

Email: info@tnpa.org.au  Web: www.tnpa.org.au 

 

  

Action Plan re Proposed Cableway 

Resolved to send a letter to all relevant parties expressing the joint concerns of FoCV, BAC and TNPA 
with respect to the cableway proposal including the lack of consultation with stakeholders in the 
investigative process.  

Resolved that this letter be sent to all Tasmanian State and Federal Parliamentary members and 
members of the Kentish Council including an invitation to attend a meeting to discuss the issues with 
key stakeholders. 

Resolved that the letter be sent to all FoCV and like-minded people with an addendum encouraging 
them to use the information as the basis of personal advocacy. 

 

 

 
8. Treasurer’s report as at 19th June 2021 (not presented at meeting due to time) 

 
Balance as reported to AGM, Nov 2020   $273.12 
Donations received      $100.00   
Total        $373.12 
 
Expenditure (Website costs)      $66.00 
 
Balance carried forward     $307.12 
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9. Election of new Secretary/Treasurer 

Jim Spinks resigned as Secretary/Treasurer effective from the close of the mid-winter 
meeting of the 19th June 2021. Jim expressed that it had been an honour and a 
privilege to have served the FoCV in this role for the past 5 years. 

Nominations were called for the vacant position of Secretary/Treasurer. 

David Moltow was nominated and accepted nomination. 

Nominated by Helen Thyne  Seconded by Nick Sawyer 

There being no other nominations, David Moltow was declared elected. 

David Moltow currently holds the position of Vice-President. It was agreed to retain 
the status quo on this position until the AGM later in the year. 

 

10. Any other business 

Steve Brown raised the issue of the shuttle buses in relation to the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the operation. It was resolved that a letter of commendation be sent to 
McDermotts Coaches. 

Compliments were also forthcoming about the excellent cooperation of shuttle bus 
drivers when ‘follow cars’ had been granted access. 

Steve also raised the issue of the concentration of vehicle and foot traffic at Ronney 
Creek and the potential danger to people walking across the road bridge. It was 
suggested that the building of a walkway as an attachment to the side of the bridge 
be investigated. 

Melva raised the issue of the new Visitor Centre and sought discussion. Time did not 
allow this to proceed, and it will be placed on the agenda for our next meeting.   

11. Next Meeting 

A date and venue for next meeting was not set due to the imminent closure of the 
building. Details for the next meeting will be arranged by email. 

 
12. The meeting closed at 4:10 pm.   

 

Jim Spinks 

Secretary, FoCV        19th June 2021 
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